RELEASE NOTES CLOUDBILLING V1.8.2

NEW FEATURES
★CUSTOMER FEATURE REQUEST ★ NEW AGGREGATION OPTIONS FOR GROUPPRICE
New aggregation options have been introduced for the GROUPPRICE rule. The rule can now be set to
use the total summed quantity, minimum quantity, maximum quantity or average quantity as a basis
for calculation. It is also possible to define the value as a total group price or a unit price allowing for
even more flexibility in a priceplan.
CUSTOMER CLUSTER SEARCHING
It is now possible to search for customer clusters in the customer cluster screen.
★CUSTOMER FEATURE REQUEST ★ CANCELING REPORTS
Complex reports can take some time to load. This can be inconvenient when accidentally selecting
the incorrect report. We enabled the cancellation of a report while it is in the process of being
generated.
IMPROVED USER ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
It is now possible to activate your account via email. If you have forgotten or lost your account
password, simply enter your email address and click forgot your password? Directions for resetting
your password will be emailed.

BUG FIXES
FILTER RESET AFTER REFRESHING BROWSER
When you had applied one or more filters in the Invoice Management screen and refreshed your
browser, the page would reset the previously set filters to the default settings. This has been fixed.
Now the page remembers the filters after a refresh.

PRODUCT CLUSTER GRAPH
Previously the product cluster graph would not update consistently when selecting a specific node.
This has now been fixed, and every time you select a cluster that has a number of children, these
child clusters will now be loaded.
EDITING A PURCHASE
When editing a purchase and hitting the enter button, the default action selected was ‘delete
purchase’. This has been changed to ‘save purchase’.
HELP BUTTON NOT WORKING
The Help button was broken and therefor not able to load the correct page. This has been fixed and
the help button is now working again.
★CUSTOMER BUG FIX REQUEST ★ PURCHASES NOT DELETED AFTER REJECTING AN INVOICE
Purchases that are marked for deletion would not get deleted from an invoice when the invoice was
recalculated due to a reject instead of the partial reset status. This has been fixed. All purchases that
are marked for deletion are now deleted in every scenario.
OVERRIDE PRICE RULE WAS ALWAYS APPLIED
The override price rule functionality would always be applied, even in scenario’s where a specific rule
should not be overridden. This has been fixed.
PRICEPLAN HIGHLIGHTS OVERFLOW
The priceplan highlights shown in the Contract Management screen and Customer Cockpit would
incorrectly display pricerules with very long names. Causing the names to overflow other text in the
same line. This has been fixed.

